Classroom News

Class 1
In Class 1 this week, we have been learning how to write the number 8, subitising and finding
out different ways of making 8. We have also been learning the phonemes ‘u’, ‘g’ and ‘o’
and how to read and write them. Some of the class have made yummy bread rolls this week,
with the remaining children having their opportunity next week. We have also made large
poppies for a window display and learnt about why we wear them. The children also took
part in their first ‘Local Curriculum Day’ and Miss Morris and I were very proud of how
sensible and courageous they all were. Well done children!

Class 2
In our topic lessons this week, we have been continuing with our 'continents' topic and have
looked at Asia. We have discussed different countries, famous landmarks and have made a
fact file about a specific animal who lives there. We have also been looking at Remembrance
Day and have discussed the importance of poppies and what they symbolise.

Class 3
This week, Class 3 have been studying evidence of cave painting in History, and creating
some of our own using chalk. Our Science work has involved identifying man-made sources
of light. We are continuing with multiplication and data handling in Maths. Our Artwork is
currently focussed on studying the work of Escher, and producing tessellating patterns.

Class 4
What a busy week we have all had! We have been developing strategies for adding up several
numbers and self-checking our answers in maths, ready to apply our skills to some problem
solving activities. In English, we have been learning about collective nouns and have a good
understanding of these. We have been investigating Anglo Saxon religion and have carried
out some independent research, which we have been able to present in different ways. We all
enjoyed our first Local Curriculum Day and worked well with other members of the school
on various projects. We have started preparing for our Christmas Carol Concert with lots of
words to start learning for homework.

